


——Making—it—in—the—Creative—Industries
——
——The—Creative Industries Innovation 
Centre—(CIIC)—supports—and—
promotes—Australia’s—creative—
economy,—which—is—why—we—launched—
creativeinnovation.net.au,—dedicated—
to—supporting—the—business—of—
creative—enterprise.—

——That’s—also—why—we—initiated—the—
MAKE—IT—campaign—asking—some—
of—Australia’s—standout—creative—
practitioners—to—fashion—an—icon—made—
out—of—FIMO—modelling—clay—that—
represented—their—creative—practice.—
——
——The—CIIC—is—an—Australian—
Government—initiative,—supported—by—
the—University—of—Technology,—Sydney—
that—provides—small—to—medium—sized—
creative—companies—with—tailored—
business—advice—and—support.



well, hello.

——Thank—you—to—all—of—the—talented—
‘creators’—who—participated—in——
MAKE—IT—you—have—contributed—to—a—
rich—collection—of—objects.
——
——We—are—proud—to—have—partnered—
with—Anagram—Studio,—Staedtler—and—
the—Powerhouse—Museum—to—deliver—
this—unique—project,—showcasing—
the—wealth—and—breadth—of—creative—
talent—in—Australia.—
—
—
—
—
—
—

——As—creative—practitioners,—you—play—a—
key—role—in—translating—and—shaping—
culture—producing—both—aesthetic—
and—economic—dividends.—
——
——By—exhibiting—these—pieces—
at—the—museum—and—online—at—
creativeinnovation.net.au,—we—can—
promote—the—value—and—innovation—of—
Australia’s—creative—industries—to—the—
community—and—our—decision–makers.—
—— —
——Lisa—Colley,—Director
Creative Industries Innovation Centre



——Thank—you—to—all—of—our—MAKE—IT—participants
——
Based—on—Birds—basedonbirds.com
Circul8—circul8.com.au
Damien—Butler—Designs—damien-butler.com
Debaser—debaser.com.au
Digital—Eskimo—digitaleskimo.com.au
Erin—Field—durbachblock.com
Gaffa—gaffa.com.au
Greedy—Hen—greedyhen.com
Half—A—Teaspoon—halfateaspoon.com
Hoodlum—hoodlum.com.au
Karl—Schwerdtfeger—karlphotographer.com
Liane—Rossler—liane-rossler.blogspot.com
Matt—Fearns—mattfearns.com
Milkcrate—Urbanism—informalism.net
Oculi—oculi.com.au
Omnium—omnium.net.au
Penguin—Books—Australia—penguin.com.au
Shag—shagshop.com.au
Showpony—Advertising—showponyadv.com.au
SLR—Productions—slrproductions.com
Tasdance—tasdance.com.au
Universal—Favourite—universalfavourite.com.au



erin 
field graduate architect & jewellery–maker

——Erin—Field—is—a—graduate—architect—
at—Durbach Block Architects.—With—
a—background—in—fine—arts,—she—has—
also—exhibited—her—work—at—galleries—
and—works—with—fashion—label,—
Romance Was Born.
——
 — I’ve been playing with FIMO for a 
few years, and the inspiration is like 
a response—it just happens when I 
have FIMO in my hands. I would say 
that my icon was the result of a gut 
response, which usually happens 
when I’m a bit stressed and looking 
for something to do that will cheer 
me up.
 —
 —The icon was based on the forms 
and shapes that I’ve been playing 
with in crochet and jewellery over 
the past year or so, and I thought I’d 
give them a try. 
 —  

I started making these heads and 
turned them into necklaces last year 
when I was finishing uni — 
it was quite a treat.
 —
 — I work at a very creative firm and 
we make a lot of models here. The 
icon is an extension of that at a very 
small scale. We’re always drawing 
and making balsawood models—but 
with the FIMO the scale is quite 
different.
 —
 —  Finding the balance between 
architecture and jewellery design 
is something that I hope will work 
itself out—I don’t want to make 
it too money–driven, it’s more of 
a hobby. Time will tell how my 
creative process will progress but 
I hope to always have that balance 
of architecture and the making of 
objects.



——Matt—Fearns—is—a—designer—with—a—
background—in—architecture—and—
sculpture—and—a—degree—in—fine—arts.—
He—took—the—chance—to—be—creative—
without—the—constraints—of—a—brief—
and—just—enjoyed—the—process—of—
working—with—the—FIMO.
—— —
 —The inspiration for the FIMO 
icon just reflects shapes that I’m 
into which I’ve made lots of little 
sculptures of in the past.  
 —
 —My job as an architect involves 
a much higher amount of office 
work than creative work, so for me 
making something without thinking 
helps because it’s not attached to 
a client, brief, legislation, price, etc, 
and I value that kind of thinking. 
 

 — I’ve had sculptures and exhibitions 
over the past five to eight years and 
they were all random shapes. I’m not 
into narrative art or abstract and my 
icon is a follow on from that.
 —  
 — I am driven by a desire to stay in 
touch with and follow my own 
searchings or themes. This is 
important for my creative work. It’s 
also something that sort of dissolves 
whenever I try to talk about it!

matt  
fearns designer 



——Liane—Rossler—has—a—strong—interest—
in—art,—design,—sustainability—and—the—
environment.—
——
——She—is—a—co–founder—of—Dinosaur—
Designs,—which—began—in—1985.—Liane—
is—also—co-founder—of GreenUps,—
co–founder—and—‘gritter’—at—Knitty 
Gritty & Loopy,—and—co–founder—
and—collaborator—of—Pacific Islands 
Project.——
—— ——
 — I was inspired by a combination of 
things; my icon was born out of my 
involvement in Knitty Gritty & Loopy, 
a craft group where we have used 
plastic bags to create baskets.
 —   
 —The icon represents the fact that 
I’ve always been a bit of a knitter 
and I have been re–establishing that 
recently. Working as a designer, 
making homewares, I’m used to 

making things with a combination of 
craft and practical usage and that’s 
what FIMO does—you can use it to 
make something with contrasting 
materials. 
 —   
 — I used the wool and knitting to show 
that this is what it’s about—using 
these different materials together. 
I used the pink wool because it’s 
bright and it’s about happiness.
 —  
 —When we started Dinosaur Designs 
as art students, we used to make 
things out of FIMO so I’m familiar 
with it. That was part of the 
attraction.

liane  
rossler designer



——Dave—Kaldor,—Simon—Jankelson—and—
Arash—Katrak—are—the—creatives—behind—
Based on Birds—from—Sydney.—
——
 —The FIMO package that we received 
from the CIIC had been so well 
considered that we wanted to 
incorporate it into the creation of 
our object. As a result, we designed 
the viewing mechanism to match 
the exact dimensions of the original 
packaging, which was then adapted to 
become a protective outer casing for 
our object.
 —
 —The idea was to create a concertina 
device that would expand outwards to 
allow for a number of two–dimensional 
frames to be layered into a three-
dimensional composition. We chose to 
represent the motion of a bird in flight, 
with each of the 10 frames displaying a 
different part of the motion sequence. 
Each frame is carved out of FIMO. 

 —The outer structure is made from pine, 
the concertina from trace.
 —
 —The viewing mechanism itself captures 
our approach to art–making in the age 
of technology. We use the powerful 
digital tools afforded to us by the 
times, but we are inherently distrustful 
of them and still value traditional art–
making methods as the foundation 
for digital mediums. The object’s 
aesthetic draws on our obsession with 
obsolete contraptions and industrial 
machinery—constant reminders of 
the exponential rate of technological 
advancement.
 —
 —The internal composition relates to 
the tensions that exist between two 
states: static and dynamic; 2D and 3D; 
physical and virtual—concepts with 
which we engage daily in our work. 
 —
 —And of course... birds.

based
on birds
interactive design



“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit. Ut elit 
arcu, pellentesque at bibendum ut, 
consequat vel ante. Aliquam  
pharetra ultrices tempor.”

——Damien—Butler—is—a—Sydney–based—
designer—who—specialises—in—interiors,—
products—and—furniture—design.—He—
took—the—opportunity—to—make—an—
icon—that—reflected—some—of—his—
recent—pieces—in—fact—the—lamp—
shade—featured—in—the—icon—recently—
went—into—final—production—for—a—bar—
interior—in—Darlinghurst.
—— —
 — I come from a sculptural 
background, so I like to explore 
objects in three dimensions. At the 
time, I was developing furniture for 
an interior and I was playing with the 
forms and geometries, and I thought 
it would be a more playful way to 
use FIMO.
 —  
 —With the design process, it’s often 
too easy to jump into detailed 
drawing for manufacture instead of 
engaging in a level of play.  
 —

 — I first found the book of the furniture 
designer, Achille Castiglioni at art 
school, he said ‘don’t take design 
and yourselves too seriously, work 
on having a constant and consistent 
way of designing, not a style’.
 —
 —He was very much about learning to 
develop your creative process and 
his influence on me has been about 
playfulness through materials. He 
knew how to make objects playful 
because it’s about the experience of 
the object, not the object itself, and 
I take this approach when creating 
objects.

damien  
butler product & furniture design

Playing with the FIMO reminded me 
of my childhood—and why I became 
a designer in the first place, which 
was my love of making things.



showpony
advertising

——Nic—Maumill—is—a—University—of—South—
Australia—Visual—Communications—
degree—graduate,—and—has—been—
working—as—a—junior—creative—at—
Showpony—Advertising—for—the—past—
two—years—in—Adelaide.—Nic’s—icon—
reflects—the—moment—an—idea—takes—
shape.
——
 —When I was creating my icon, I 
was thinking about inspiration 
and creativity—it’s not something 
that you can hold in your hand—a 
tactile item—and I wanted to make 
something that represented that. 
 —
 —Toothpaste is an everyday item 
and a lot of creative people tend 
to be inspired by everyday items, 
like conversations and stuff that 
happens to you daily, and everyday 
items tend to be a good way to 
relate to an audience. 
 —  

 —An everyday item, like a tube of 
toothpaste, represented creativity 
and inspiration to me. Toothpaste 
is fresh, and when you brush your 
teeth it’s a burst of freshness, just 
like when you have an idea. So for 
me, there were similarities between 
ideas and toothpaste. 
 —
 —The design of the packaging was 
about making this ‘product’ our 
own, to bring design into it. 



——Anthony—Mullins—is—the—Creative—
Director—of—Hoodlum,—a—leading—
multi–platform—studio—based—in—
Brisbane,—specialising—in—interactive—
storytelling.—He—was—inspired—to—
reflect—Hoodlum’s—unique—approach—
in—his—FIMO—icon.—
——
 —At Hoodlum we’re a company of 
storytellers and we’re always asking 
ourselves the same question.... If you 
can answer, ‘What happens next?’ 
you know the story is working well.
 —
 — Interactivity is also a big feature of 
our work at Hoodlum—where the 
audience has a part to play in our 
stories—and we’re always trying 
to think of innovative ways to use 
technology to help us do that. So 
we‘re also thinking about ‘What 
happens next?’ with technology.
 —  
 

 —So that was where I started from 
with the icon—it was these ideas—
but visually I didn’t know where to 
go from there.
 —
 —My solution was to make the icon 
interactive. So I took the words 
‘What happens next?’ and made a 
puzzle out of them.
 —
 —One of the ways we engage 
audiences interactively in the story 
is to give them a game to play or an 
action to perform.
 —
 —When you look at the icon, straight 
away a question comes out of it —and 
you think, ‘what does that mean?’ 
It prompts you to interact with it, 
to answer the question. Just by 
examining the icon—the sizes of the 
letters—you begin to interact and 
decode it in your mind, which helps 
you come up with the answer.

interactive entertainmenthoodlum

 One of the things I tried to hook on 
to was a question that comes up in 
our work all the time which is,  
‘What happens next?’



——Universal—Favourite—is—a—Sydney–
based—agency—sporting—a—team—of—
sharp—design–thinkers—cranking——
out—work—in—brand,—print,—web——
and—strategy.—
——
——When—quizzed—on—where—their—
inspiration—for—the—teeny,—tiny—shoes—
came—from,—Ana—Petrusevski,—project—
manager—explains:—
 —
 —Thinking about the one idea behind 
our creative process, it became 
clear that we always focus on taking 
a user–centred approach to our 
projects... so we decided to make 
a few pairs of shoes representing 

the way we experience things from 
the point–of–view of the user and 
our clients—we walk in their shoes! 
We thought it was a cute, literal 
illustration of the idea.
——
——Universal—Favourite—consider—
themselves—to—be—investigative,—
strategic—and—perceptive…—all—drivers—
behind—this—holistic—approach.—

universal 
favourite brand, communications 

& design



 —creativeinnovation.net.au—is—dedicated—to—supporting—
the—potential—of—Australia’s—creative—businesses—by—
providing—access—to:——

—— Information—about—specialist—business—services—
——Online—business—resources—and—tools
——Features—and—interviews—with—creative—entrepreneurs
——Creative—industries—community—

about CIIC

about creativeinnovation.net.au

——The—Creative Industries Innovation Centre—assists—creative—
businesses—nationally—to—improve—their—productivity,—
competitiveness—and—innovation.——We—do—this—by—providing:—

——A—comprehensive—formal—’Business—Review’
——Access—to—government—funding—
——Business—development—workshops—and—events
——Business—acceleration—programs—and—opportunities
——Online—creative—enterprise—portal—creativeinnovation.net.au 
—— Industry—research—and—innovation

MAKE 
IT!M

AKE 

IT!
MAKE 

IT!



congratulations to 
Creative Innovation 
MAKE IT! entrants—
STAEDTLER®—FIMO®—Soft—
is—proud—to—have—helped—form—
such—artistic—inspiration



Simply—shape—your—ideas
FIMO®—
oven—hardening—clay
FIMO®—air—
air—drying—or—microwave

the world 
of creativity

www.staedtler.com.au



Contact—your—local—CIIC—Business—Adviser

NSW & ACT
David—Sharpe—0449—901—606
Mark—Stewart—0419—884—072
Tony—Shannon—0410—031—348

VIC & TAS
David—Schloeffel—0414—636—613
Judith—Bennett—0417—582—825

QLD
Anthony—Merrilees—0449—901—608
Sonya—Henderson–Edbrooke—0406—381—358

SA & NT
Stuart—Davis—0449—901—609

WA
Wendy—Were—0459—777—053

Creative—Industries—Innovation—Centre—
University—of—Technology,—Sydney—
Telephone—02—8217—5000—
—
visit us:
creativeinnovation.net.au
enterpriseconnect.gov.au   

follow us:
twitter.com/c_innovation   
facebook.com/creativeinnovation


